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Agenda

Setting up a Flex/CF project in Flex Builder

Break free of the request/response mindset

Creating a remote proxy CFC

Passing ActionScript classes and CFCs back and forth

The importance of custom events in Flex



Say what?

Yes, this is a lot to cover in an hour

No, we probably won’t get to it all

No, you shouldn’t feel like if you didn’t catch everything 
you missed something

Let it wash over you!

Yes, we can skip entire sections if they’re beneath you



Why Should I Learn Flex?

“I’m a CF guy: why should I bother with Flex?”

Powerful. Seriously powerful.

Simple. “Flex is irritatingly simple.” - Adrian Moreno, CF Guy

Huge wow factor

Flex will make you a hero, make you more attractive to 
others, and make you a better human being

If none of this whets your appetite, how about ...



COLD HARD CASH!!!!!!!!!!!

Flex developer salaries are up 47 billion percent in 
the last six months

(OK, maybe it’s only 100% or so, but still ...)



The Sermon

Always be learning new stuff

Flex is cool

Don’t say “I’m a this guy/gal” or “I’m not a that guy/gal”

We’re not just ${technologyX} developers anymore

We’re not even just web developers anymore!

Don’t limit how you think of yourself and what you do



The Demo App
Cool whiz-bang photo gallery



What’s “Real World” About 
This?

Building something like this is NOT that difficult

I say “real world” because I did NOT ...

Build my own color searching and matching 
alogrithm in Flex

Build my own word processor in Flex

This is just basic stuff that any developer can get into 
easily with great results



What’s Involved ...

Flex on the front end

Custom Flex Components

Custom ActionScript Classes

Custom Events

ColdFusion on the back end

CFCs

Services, DAOs, Gateways, and other OO voodoo
(remember: you can’t spell “voodoo” without “oo”!)



Purty Application 
Architecture Picture

RemoteFacade.cfc

PhotoService.cfc PhotoGateway.cfc

Array of 
Photo 
CFCs



Setting Up a CF/Flex Project

How many people already know how to do this?

PLEASE speak up if you don’t--you can’t do any of 
the rest of the stuff if you can’t get your project set 
up correctly

The keys

Flex Builder needs to be able to find WEB-INF/flex

Web server configuration is a little less crucial



Break Free of the
Request/Response Mindset

“O brave new world that has such people in it. Let’s 
start at once.”

Even when we do OO development in traditional web 
development, it’s still pretty procedural

Forget about request/response

Forget about stateless environments

Think more event-driven, desktop-like development



The Brave New World

Request/Response Asynchronous



Key Points of Event-Driven, 
Asynchronous Development

Events can be announced at any time either programmatically 
or based on user actions

Requests can be made back to the server as part of these 
events, BUT ...

... you don’t know when the response will come back :-(

You don’t have to wait for it!

Event-driven programming means that an event is 
announced whenever the server does respond, and you 
can take action whenever you do get a response



Events and Event Handlers

a.k.a. callback events

e.g. make a call to a remote object, and whenever the 
server responds, a response event is triggered and can 
call another function

n.b. stuff comes back to Flex as a ResultEvent

i.e. Flex “knows” when it gets stuff back

(sorry, ran out of acronyms)



Asynchrony In Action

Let’s build a quick remote proxy CFC

Proxy to what?

I like to think of a remote proxy or facade as providing a thin 
wrapper to business logic I build in CFCs

The business logic should exist/function independent of 
who’s talking to it

All the proxy CFC does is broker requests between Flex and 
the business objects



Code Sample: Remote 
Proxy CFC



Flex/ColdFusion Alchemy:
ActionScript Classes and CFCs

CF doesn’t know what an ActionScript class is

Flex doesn’t know what a CFC is

The two can be transformed back and forth, however

This does require that things are done in a certain way



Use a Transmogrification 
Spell!

Open your Book of Shadows to page 73 ...



Actually ...

It’s a whole lot simpler, and a whole lot less mysterious 
than it seems



Using Alias

Create a CFC and an ActionScript class that mirror each other 
(same properties)

In the ActionScript class ...
[RemoteClass(alias=”path.to.cfc”)]

In the CFC ...
<cfcomponent alias=”path.to.cfc”>

Gotchas

cAsE sEnSiTiViTy

paths have to match exactly



Alias Example: Photo.cfc 
and Photo.as



Returning Collections of 
CFCs to Flex
<cffunction returntype=”path.to.cfc[]”>

Don’t dismiss this out of hand for performance reasons 
anymore!

ColdFusion 8 handles CFCs darn fast

Can return an array of 200 photo objects in a couple 
of seconds

Very handy to work with objects on the Flex side



Custom Events in Flex

This could be a half-day presentation in and of itself

You’ll find yourself needing this very early in your 
progression as a Flex developer, so better just to 
acknowledge it early on

In a nutshell: custom events are ActionScript classes 
that extend the native flash.events.Event object, 
with the advantage of letting you include your own 
custom data



Custom Event: An Example

When a photo category is selected, need to include the 
category ID in the event

Can’t add your own custom data to the native 
flash.events.Event class

Allows you to take advantage of the native Flex event 
handling capabilities but include your own custom data



Code Walkthrough

(yes, I do shut up and actually show code once in a 
while)



Summary

Flex is cool

Flex is powerful

Don’t limit yourself

CF is great, and is a great backend for Flex, but 
there’s more to life than CF ;-)

We “web developers” are quickly becoming 
“software developers”



Questions?

Matt Woodward
mpwoodward@gmail.com
http://www.mattwoodward.com/blog
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